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16 How OPC Can Improve
Operational Vision
By Rodrigo Restrepo

Users want to use IoT methods for accessing
and interconnecting smart sensor information in
conjunction with new and existing PLCs, HMIs,
and SCADA systems. Flexible communications
software and services backed by OPC can help
upgrade functionality while preserving existing
automation system components.
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Ethernet Reaches
Down to Field Devices
By Benedikt Spielmann

New digital technologies make it possible to network all the
components of a process plant, so information can be centrally recorded, consolidated, and evaluated. Ethernet-APL
brings two-wire Ethernet, including power supply, into
the field.

20 Manufacturing Supply
Chain Agility: Simple
Concepts from
Complex Technology
By Steve Banker

Supply chain control towers to support agility have
come of age. They are easy to describe, but the
technology that empowers these concepts is quite
complex, and digital twins play an important role.
As the disruptions related to the COVID-19
pandemic highlight, nimbleness is essential.
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28 DataOps: Fundamental for
Industrial Transformation
By John Harrington

Industrial DataOps is a new category of software that
addresses the evolving data architecture requirements
of industrial companies as they adopt Industry 4.0,
digital transformation, and smart manufacturing.
Industrial DataOps is needed where data must be
aggregated from industrial automation assets and
systems for business users to leverage throughout the
company and its supply chain.
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24 The Growing Intelligence
of Autonomous Mobile
Robots
By Lourenço Castro

Artificial intelligence will become an integral part
of setting up and using autonomous mobile robots,
simplifying their deployment process and improving their workflow. AMR users will be able to make
more informed decisions, and robots will become
the first line of support.
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020—a year like no other—saw per■ Adapting to the new workplace. In what
sonal and professional lives upended
could become a permanent change for
by illness, natural disaster, economic
the industry, said Wellener, pandemic
upheaval, and more. The U.S. manufacturdisruption revealed the need for greating industry—and by extension its industrial
er workforce agility. “Manufacturers
automation and technical corps—has felt
are seeking ways to re-architect work,
the impact. Along with declines in producthe workforce, and the workplace to
tion caused by a global pandemic-driven
manage disruption and uncertainty.”
shutdown, the year saw a significant dip in
Fast forward to mid-January and I’m atmanufacturing employment levels. To the
tending a session at the AVEVA World Digiremaining workers, envisioning a path
tal conference—one of many events held
forward must have seemed impossible.
virtually for the first time. Subtitled “Agile
Insights for a Transforming World,” the
What did manufacturers collectively do
panel discussion/press conference involves
while others were simply putting 2020 into
principals from AVEVA, parent company
the dumpster and trying valiantly to get
Schneider Electric, and Malaysian oil and gas
excited about a “new year”? According to
major Petronas discussing global environDeloitte industrial consultant Paul Wellener,
mental sustainability goals for themselves as
the manufacturing industry went looking for
manufacturers.
ways to make itself disruption-proof. “AgilPrakash Kumar Karunakarau, head of the
ity might be the key to manufacturing indusPetronas NervCentre, said his company’s
try resilience,” he said, and Deloitte sees it
goal of “net zero carbon emissions by 2050
emerging through four trending activities:
requires a radical rethinking of the engineer■ Navigating the manufacturing disruption.
ing space and digital technologies to supSolving forecasting challenges could be
port this. We are thinking of ourselves not
critical here, he said, and cultivating visas an oil and gas company [now], but as
ibility into production and supply chains
an energy company.” The target—zero—is
is likely to be even more important.
clear and “exciting” to Petronas engineers,
■ Digital investment. Digital twins could
he said, adding: “Zero carbon emissions
support “new levels of resilience and
seem impossible, but don’t ever tell an enflexibility, recreating a product, its progineer that something is impossible because
duction, and even simulating its perthey’ll prove you wrong. We have actually
formance in the real world without
started to solve some of these big problems
having to ‘bend metal’ or take any
with the help of Industry 4.0 technologies.”
other physical action.”
They’re not the only one: “2021 is the
■ Focusing on supply chain resilience.
year of resiliency, renewal, and rebuilding,”
Wellener describes how the early days
said AVEVA CEO Craig Hayman. ■
of the pandemic saw manufacturers
create “war rooms” that
brought together planners
for demand and supply to
manually share updates in
real time. Manufacturers
can automate this process
with a digital supply network and even digital twins
(see “Manufacturing Supply
Source: Automation.com Otto Mation cartoon series
Chain Agility,” p. 20).
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IIoT Insights | Where the Internet meets industry

IIoT Devices, Analytics Enable ‘Servitization’ Benefits
By Sujata Tilak

I

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sujata Tilak (sujata.tilak@
aiplindia.com) is the
director of ISA’s Smart
Manufacturing & IIoT
Division. She is also managing director of Ascent
Intellimation (AIPL, www.
aiplindia.com), an industrial consulting firm.

n recent years, every sector that needs expensive
and complex assets—generator sets, jet engines,
packaging machines—is looking for options that
will help reduce upfront capital investments in these
machines and bind machine builders and equipment
suppliers to promised outcomes and services. Especially as manufacturing starts moving from mass
production toward mass customization, which may
be dynamically driven by end clients, such models
become necessary. This is going to create an entirely
new business model, which will be the dawn of a new
era for manufacturers.
Looking from the supply side—from the point
of view of the machine builder—this model can be
termed “servitization in manufacturing.” In simple
terms, servitization is a business model in which manufacturers build new revenue streams from services
related to their products. In other words, manufacturers have a portfolio of integrated products, services, and outcomes related to their machines and
components in a conscious and explicit strategy to
create a critical differentiating factor in the marketplace when compared to similar products offered
without integrated services.
From the consumption side—from the point of view
of the purchaser of such a machine—the model can
reassure committed partners (and not just vendors)
who will have as much stake in upkeep and productivity as their clients. These partners will provide not
only agile support but also outcome commitments.
These of course will be driven by work discipline and
associated detailed standard operating procedures
that will improve overall efficiency and productivity.
One of the important outcomes will be the optimized
investment in capital equipment.
Levels of servitization offerings
There are different levels of servitization offerings
based on the maturity of the entities involved, type

Servitization cycle
Digital twin – Monitoring – Analytics

Asset design
and engineering

Manufacturing

Asset
deployment

Continuous improvement
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Servitization

of product, and technology used:
Basic-level servitization provides maintenance,
repair, overhaul (MRO) and support for the asset.
Most manufacturers traditionally provide these services reactively, meaning based on a customer request or at a fixed frequency (e.g., send a technician
for maintenance every quarter).
Intermediate-level servitization provides similar
MRO and support services proactively, and enabled
by remote monitoring and diagnostic capabilities.
This also means rapid and precise service to each
customer rather than a vanilla model for everyone.
Advance-level servitization has variations, including:
n Product as a service (PaaS), also described as
pay per use. Instead of paying for the asset, customers pay for use of the product or per unit of
service provided by the asset.
n Availability and/or quality service level agreement
(SLA). Manufacturers take contractual responsibility for asset availability and/or output quality.
n Outcome-based model. Original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) sell business outcomes,
rather than the asset. This can be looked at as a
combination of PaaS and SLA.
n Advisory services. Advisory services for asset/
process optimization with outcome-based revenue including benchmarking and other inputs.
IIoT makes servitization possible
An obvious question: What is driving the change that
makes this new business model a possibility? As you
can see, being connected to the asset and being able
to access operational and diagnostic data in real time
is critical to every level of this model. You cannot and
will not want to depend on manual reporting for outcome-based models or SLAs that are legally enforceable. Thus, sensors, the Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT), and advanced analytics platforms are the keys
to servitization. These are the technology enablers
that collect real-time data, allow access to the asset
in real time, and evacuate data to analytical tools to
deliver value insights to all stakeholders in real time.
Let’s explore how IIoT enables delivery of the different servitization models described earlier, and see
some examples. For intermediate-level services, OEMs
provide support and maintenance proactively before a fault or a breakdown. OEMs use remote asset
monitoring to continuously monitor asset health and
intervene if a problem is building up. Techniques like
condition monitoring and machine learning–based
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predictive algorithms are used.
For example, a maker of expensive paper-processing machines uses the PlantConnect RAMS product
from Ascent Intellimation (AIPL). The machine maker
uses the RAMS product to monitor these complex
machines for customers across the globe and avoid
breakdowns with proactive intervention and advice.
The customers also use the same data to enforce best
practices of usage and enforce operator behavior.
One game changer in this will be to make the asset
itself smart so it can run its own systemic checks and
algorithms. This will reduce dependence on support
center teams and help reduce the cost of support. An
example of what is possible is a technology-enabled
car that sends alerts to the service center when maintenance is required, based on various sensors that are
monitoring the car.
PaaS is possible if the product itself is smart and
keeps detailed records of its output. Some asset types
where PaaS is used are generator sets, pumps, compressors, and jet engines. Nonindustrial examples
include photocopy machines and coffee machines.
Advanced examples of servitization
A more advance level of proactive maintenance is a
service level agreement that guarantees a certain percentage of availability and/or quality of output generated by the asset. Technologies like digital twins are
used to monitor the asset in operation and keep it
available and in top condition through remote and
on-site services. Using advanced analytics, the manufacturer is continuously improving the asset and deploying these upgrades in the field. Needless to say,
these improvements are software driven. These contracts also include a specific operating environment,
trained operators, etc. Examples include some high-

Key technology components for servitization

Sensors
IIoT
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Analytics

end medical equipment manufacturers who offer
such SLAs.
Some OEMs use outcome-based models that guarantee certain levels of outcome and pay-per-use pricing. An example is an automotive OEM that offered
buses with defined operating performance to a public transportation authority. The authority purchased
mileage rather than the bus itself. Here, the OEM has
to deploy continuous monitoring of not only the asset, but the operating conditions as well.
Advisory services can be some of the most advanced. Manufacturers feed continuous production
data to advanced analytics models using artificial
intelligence and machine learning algorithms that
advise on performance improvements, fuel savings,
safety, energy optimization, etc. Deep expertise of
the product and customer domain is essential to build
these analytics models. Some examples are vibration
analysis for turbines, fuel efficiency advisories for ships
and airplanes, route advisories for ships and airplanes,
and energy optimization services for entire plants.
One company uses PlantConnect RAMS to provide
advisory services for boiler performance optimization,
while another is using AIPL’s MarineIoT to provide fuel
efficiency and route advisories for maritime vessels.
Pros and cons
Servitization can present a win-win opportunity for
both supplier and customer. For the supplier, benefits
include higher and recurring revenue, a continuous relationship with the customer, the supplier moving up
the value chain, and higher sales of spares and consumables. For the customer, benefits include a product
bundled with reliable and high-quality service; higher
availability, quality, and guaranteed outcomes for assets; and a CapEx to OpEx accounting model.
On the other side, there are many challenges to a
servitization arrangement, especially when it comes
to asset availability/quality SLAs and outcome-based
models: The contracts are tricky; creating a measurable success metric acceptable to both parties is not
easy; and premiums to be paid for servitization make
sense only if the product is critical to the customer and/
or is of high value.
Overall, technology alone is not enough for building a successful servitization portfolio. What is needed
is deep understanding of a customer’s needs and a
willingness to constantly adapt and evolve the asset
and services to achieve desired outcomes. This is not
easy. It needs a high degree of flexibility in the design,
manufacturing, and delivery of the asset. It also needs
very high quality, reliability, and robustness in the asset itself, and doing all this in a cost-effective way to
remain competitive in the market. In other words, the
manufacturers themselves have to adopt Industry 4.0
and smart manufacturing as a way of operating. ■
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Ethernet Reaches Down
to Field Devices

Ethernet-APL brings two-wire Ethernet, including
power supply, into the field.
By Benedikt
Spielmann

E

thernet technology is used in industrial
plants only at the higher levels of the
automation pyramid, hardly at the field
level. However, Ethernet has many advantages that
could be used, especially in the context of digitalization and Industry 4.0. So, what are the obstacles
to using Ethernet in the field of process plants?
What does a solution for integrated network technology look like?
This article focuses on answering these questions and shows how Ethernet technology can also
open up the field of process plants in standard applications and in areas of functional safety, both in
plants with requirements for hazardous areas and
in plants without these requirements. EthernetAPL (Advanced Physical Layer) brings two-wire
Ethernet, including power supply, into the field—
for all plant areas and applications.

Digitalization in process plants
Digital transformation is increasingly being driven in the process industry to produce products
with ever-higher efficiency and quality. Digitization can support these efforts. New digital
12
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technologies make it possible to network all the
components of a process plant, so plantwide
information can be centrally recorded, consolidated, and evaluated. The devices in the field of
process plants have long been smart enough to
provide detailed information about themselves
and about the process. Based on this data, digital services, such as recording the installed base,
detailed device diagnostic information, or predictive maintenance, can be provided. The only
problem is the lack of or the costly access to this
data. Although the currently established technologies in the field of process plants already support remote access to the field level, the available
bandwidth is not sufficient for data-driven use
cases. In addition, various technologies along
the automation pyramid require additional hardware and protocol conversion, which increases
the complexity of the plant design.
Ethernet technology is established as the de
facto standard for data transmission at the upper levels of the automation pyramid, from the
office network to the control room. Furthermore, Ethernet-based communication in factory

PROCESS AUTOMATION

or building automation is already widely available
in the field. In process automation, Ethernet technology has so far hardly been used at the field level.
The reasons for this are the existing Ethernet specifications, which do not yet meet the high requirements of the process industry.

Ethernet-APL for future field-level connectivity
To work on this gap, an industrial alliance of
device vendors worked out the general requirements for an Ethernet solution for process automation. These requirements were discussed with
the representatives of NAMUR. From these discussions, NAMUR developed the recommendation
NE168, which describes the requirements for the
use of Ethernet in process plants from the point of
view of the end user. NE168 was then also the basis
for the development of detailed technical requirements, which were adopted within the industry
group. The basis for further work was thus created.
In summary, the following objectives for the
Ethernet-APL project resulted in the development
of a standardized Ethernet-based solution for process automation, with these specific requirements
and objectives:
l It must be a standardized solution embedded in
the IEEE 802.3 family.
l The specific requirements of process automation must be met. These include in particular:
l bridging long distances, up to 1000 m
l support of typical topologies in process automation (e.g., trunk and spur)
l a two-wire cable for data transmission and
power supply of the connected devices
l use in potentially explosive areas of a process
plant, including intrinsic safety
l verification of the intrinsic safety of the field
devices according to the Fieldbus Intrinsically
Safe Concept (FISCO) model
l sufficient power supply of field devices in one
segment with a target of up to 60 devices
l There must be a uniform procedure for the certification of the Ethernet-based solution.
l It must have a supporting documentation for
engineering and installation.
Based on these goals, 12 industry partners are
cooperating to support the development of a
solution. Well-known companies from process
control systems, system infrastructure, and instrumentation are represented. Since the results are
not intended to be proprietary, the work is being
carried out together with the four major user organizations PROFIBUS & PROFINET International,
ODVA, FieldComm Group, and OPC Foundation.
This ensures that there will only be one technical
solution and that this solution will be jointly main-

tained into the future.
FAST FORWARD
Because one of the
l The devices in process plants have long
main
requirements
been smart enough to provide detailed
and thus also one of the
information about themselves and the process.
main project goals is to
l The new Ethernet-APL brings two-wire
Ethernet including power supply into the
develop a standardized
field—for all plant areas and applications—
Ethernet solution that
to efficiently communicate information.
fits seamlessly into the
l Work being done by four major user organiIEEE 802.3 family, cozations—PROFIBUS & PROFINET International,
operation with the InODVA, FieldComm Group, and OPC Foundastitute of Electrical and
tion—ensures a single technical solution.
Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) was necessary at an early stage. At the end
of 2019, the technical solution in IEEE 802.3cg2019 for 10BASE-T1L was approved.
A further essential component of a standardized
Ethernet solution for process automation is intrinsic safety and its verification according to the FISCO
model. For this purpose, a technical solution from
the project group was incorporated into IEC TS
60079-47 under the name 2-WISE (Two-Wire Intrinsically Safe Ethernet), which is on the path to
be adopted as a technical specification.

Ethernet-APL technology
The Ethernet-APL project needs to overcome several technical challenges. To ensure intrinsic safety,
low power transmission is required. This contrasts
with the requirements of high bandwidth, long
cable distances, and robustness against electromagnetic interference. In addition, the reference
cable “Fieldbus Cable Type A” is designed for a data
transmission of 31.25 kbps. These challenges for the
Advanced Physical Layer for Ethernet are processed
and defined in various standards and documents:
l 10BASE-T1L: IEEE 802.3cg-2019 defines fullduplex data transmission with 10 Mbit/s over a
two-wire cable for long cable distances. As a result,
cable distances of up to 1000 m can be used. This
standard is the basis for the PHY components,
which will be part of the Ethernet-APL devices.
l 2-WISE: The concept for 2-WISE is based on
FISCO. A migration of existing fieldbus installations is simplified by compatible Ex-i parameters. The project team 60079-47 prepared the
concept for standardization. The 2-WISE concept ensures easy installation without extensive
validation in Ex areas.
l Port profiles: The APL port profile specification
defines further Ethernet-APL-specific specifications. After completion, this specification will
also be converted into an IEC standard. In this
standard, port profiles are defined for use in
both hazardous and nonhazardous areas. In addition, a distinction is also made between power
transmission via the same two-wire cable and
WWW.ISA.ORG
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no power transmission. The functional
and electrical requirements are defined
in port profiles with several power concepts. This definition allows different
topologies in APL networks, such as
the common trunk and spur concept,
with up to 1000 m on the trunk and a
maximum of 200 m on the spur line.
The port profile specification also includes installation rules, such as cable
usage, connection technology, shielding,
and grounding.
The supported cable in APL segments
is a shielded two-wire cable with a resistance of 100 ohm ± 20 percent. The permissible cable cross sections are in the
range between AWG26 and AWG14. The
Fieldbus Cable Type A fulfills the necessary cable requirements from 2-WISE
for intrinsic safety and also supports the
cable distances mentioned. For the connection of APL components, terminal
connections and M8/M12 connectors are
defined in the specification.
l Engineering guideline: To support the
process of engineering an APL network in an optimal way, an engineering
guideline is created. This guideline has
detailed information for the planning,
installation, and commissioning of APL
networks and thus simplifies the corresponding phases of a process plant.
l Conformance test specification: To ensure that an APL device conforms to

the above specifications, an appropriate test specification is created. These
tests are the basis for the certification
of APL devices at accredited test laboratories of the involved user organizations. This ensures the interoperability
of APL devices for the end user.
All mentioned specifications and additional documents are on track. The goal is
to have all work completed by mid-2021
so that the technology will be officially
launched at the Achema 2021 trade fair.
It is expected that the first APL infrastructure and APL devices will be available
soon afterward.
In a first evaluation in practice, BASF
in Ludwigshafen successfully tested the
APL technology. In a test setup, the company installed APL prototypes from various manufacturers and carried out many
tests, from installation to commissioning
to the transfer of data parallel to the process control system. BASF presented the
promising results at the NAMUR Annual
Meeting 2019. This test setup identified
many advantages of the APL technology,
such as:
l easy and flexible installation due to
connectors and different topologies
l simple
and fast commissioning
through remote access and fast data
transmission
l stable Ethernet communication via the
two-wire fieldbus cable

Legend
PROFINET/PROFIsafe
APL (intrinsic safe)
Safety network
OPC UA
Ethernet
AMS connection

Safety AMS

Safety ES

Safety network

OPC UA

Industrial
network switch
Safety PLC
DCS

Industrial network switch

Industrial network switch
Field box

APL field switch

Industrial network switch

Ex zone 2

Field box
APL field switch

Cabinet room

APL field switch

APL
Ex zone 1

Ex zone 0

Figure 1. Safety applications architecture
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data extraction from the smart instrumentation via the second channel according to NAMUR Open Architecture
(NE175), in parallel to the process control system.

Ethernet-APL in functional safety
applications
With Ethernet-APL there is now a solution
for the conventional operation of a process plant. However, chemical plants are
increasingly subject to safety-related
requirements. The number of safety devices in a plant is constantly increasing.
Currently, this part of a plant still uses
conventional 4–20 mA analog technology. In the course of digitalization, it is
becoming increasingly apparent that
this part of the plant can no longer benefit from the advantages of digitalization
with such solutions—more information,
in particular diagnostic information
from the devices, greater flexibility for
changing requirements, easier engineering in the overall context of the plant,
homogeneous network structure, etc.
The logical next step is to use EthernetAPL also for such plants. Figure 1 shows
an example architecture for safety applications with Ethernet-APL.
Here, Ethernet-APL provides the technical transmission basis. With PROFIsafe
and CIP-Safety, communication solutions
for safety applications already exist that
have been used in production automation for many years. These are TÜV-certified solutions based on the “Black Channel” principle for transmission. On this
basis, a solution with Ethernet-APL would
also be possible.
For the user, this has several advantages:
l simple engineering, one technology
for all applications
l increased
measurement accuracy
due to fewer conversions
l online diagnosis avoids unnecessary
“plant shutdowns”
l uniform network infrastructure reduces maintenance effort
l increased flexibility and easier adaptation to new safety requirements.
A possible use case is described below,
which very impressively illustrates the
possibilities when using Ethernet-APL.
During the planning phase, i.e., when

PROCESS AUTOMATION

Ethernet-APL and Types of Single-Pair Ethernet defined in IEEE 802.3

Speed (M...Gbit/s)
2.5/5/10 GBit/s
***BASE-T1

Cable Type
Shielded
Unshielded

1 GBit/s
1000 BASE-T1
100 MBit/s
100 BASE-T1
10 MBit/s
10 BASE-T1S
10 MBit/s
10 BASE-T1L
10

15

40

100
Cable length (m)

Figure 2. Ethernet-APL and types of single-pair Ethernet defined in IEEE 802.3

designing a system, the parts for safetyrelated systems are specified. These result partly from legal regulations, but also
from the technical requirements. During
the construction of the system, changes
often occur, either through extensions or
other changes. In this case, a redesign is
necessary, and the network must be reengineered. In some cases, this involves considerable effort, since the plant was not
designed in this way from the beginning.
If the devices support safety and nonsafety requirements and if one network
technology is used, adaptation is relatively easily done.

Ethernet-APL as SPE solution in
nonhazardous areas
Ethernet-APL brings Ethernet into the
field of process plants, even for use in
explosion-hazardous areas including intrinsic safety and for long cable distances.
The underlying IEEE 802.3 standard for
10BASE-T1L joins a series of already available single-pair Ethernet (SPE) standards.
These differ in terms of data transmission
speed and the cable distances that can be
achieved (figure 2).
SPE describes the transmission of Ethernet over a single cable pair. In addition
to the data transmission via Ethernet, an
optional parallel power supply via Power
over Data Line (PoDL) is possible according to IEEE. The usage of so-called PoDL
chips is not an option for hazardous areas,
because lower voltage levels and safety
concepts for ignition protection cannot
be fulfilled. The APL project is therefore
developing port profiles for the APL power concept as mentioned above.
From the point of view of manufactur-

ers of field devices, whose devices are installed in industries with hazardous areas
as well as in industries without hazardous
areas, a technical solution that avoids
hardware variance is needed. For this
reason, the APL port profiles also define a
power class for use in standard areas, i.e.,
without requirements for ignition protection. The parameters defined in this
power class, such as the higher available
energy, are compatible with the defined
PoDL power classes 10–12.
From the specification side, two different implementation concepts are therefore conceivable with regard to the power
supply. The decisive factor is that compatibility is ensured, regardless of which concept is implemented in the field device:
Use of a PoDL chip or implementation
according to APL port profile for nonhazardous areas.
The requirement for an SPE field switch
is therefore that it supports both types of
power supply. This requires an automatic
detection of the required power concept
and the automatic power supply of the
connected two-wire Ethernet devices.
From a specification point of view, the
compatibility of a switch with PoDL as a
power concept with a field device without a PoDL chip is ensured; the correct
implementation is decisive. To ensure this
compatibility, the next step is to adapt the
specifications and tests at the standard
organizations. Parallel to this, first implementation tests between field switches
and field devices are running.
From the user’s perspective, this compatibility has decisive advantages. As the
APL technology is about to be launched
and first products are expected, a corre-

sponding portfolio for use in nonhazardous areas
will be available
at the same time.
This increases the
number of field
devices that can
be used and at the
same time shortens the time to
market for SPE.
1000
For manufacturers of field
devices, the electronic hardware variance is also avoided, meaning that the same hardware can
be used for devices with and without Ex
requirements. This in turn reduces costs
and shortens time to market.

Noticeable advantages
“Ethernet in the field of process plants”—
this vision is now becoming reality
thanks to the availability of Ethernet APL.
The use of this technology is not limited
to individual applications, but ranges
from typical process plants with requirements for explosion-hazardous areas, to
applications in plant areas of functional
safety, to plants without requirements for
explosion-hazardous areas.
The advantages of Ethernet-APL will
be noticeable in all life-cycle phases of
a plant: from simplified engineering
thanks to the homogeneous network
structure with only one technology
across all levels, to simple two-wire installation with less manual effort and reduced susceptibility to errors, to efficient
maintenance thanks to high performance and real-time data transmission
and detailed diagnostic information.
Particularly in the context of Industry
4.0, Ethernet APL ensures the connectivity that is necessary for digitalization. ■
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How OPC
Can Improve
Operational
Vision
Flexible communications software and services
can help upgrade functionality while preserving
existing HMI and other automation system
components.
By Rodrigo
Restrepo
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anufacturing sites simply do not appear in their final form overnight. They
are instead developed over years and
decades, with production lines usually made up
of many subsystems for processing, assembling,
packaging, and more. End users undertake expansions and upgrades when justified to increase production and to improve efficiency and quality.
While large expansions may offer the opportunity to make wholesale changes, the reality is that
users much more commonly perform incremental upgrades. Sometimes these add functional capability. In other cases, users take on digital transformation projects to add Internet of Things (IoT)
data gathering capabilities to their systems.
During these modernization or enhancement
projects, not only must new equipment be mechanically fitted, but often there is great complexity from an automation standpoint when attempting to add new and desirable functionality while
preserving as much of the legacy automation systems and equipment as possible. Systems integration efforts to seamlessly merge new and old
WWW.ISA.ORG

technology can be difficult, eating into the expected value of new tech and digitalization. For this
reason, end users and systems integrators (SIs)
are always looking for more options they can add
to their toolkit to improve the success of system
upgrades, and the right portfolio of software tools
is essential for these projects.

Assessing existing operations
Typical automation system architectures include
programmable logic controllers (PLCs), often one
per machine, for monitoring sensors, processing
logic, and controlling actuators and motors. A
local human-machine interface (HMI) gives operators visibility, and many PLCs and HMIs may
be networked together and to a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system.
Any newly installed automated machinery is
likely to have its own onboard complement of
PLCs and HMIs, which need to be interfaced
with the greater facility. Even newer sensing systems and field devices are often intelligent, with
onboard microcontrollers, along with wired or

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

FAST FORWARD
●

●

●

Users can upgrade functionality while preserving existing HMI and other automation
system components with the right communications integration approach.
Development and acceptance of automation standards, such as the OPC protocol, has
improved, but stumbling blocks remain for
complete data communication integration.
OPC router software can solve interoperability problems between different systems.

Source: Software Toolbox

wireless networking capabilities.
A major complication is that there are many
different product vendors and industrial networking communication protocols, and interoperability is never guaranteed. Sometimes
the various makes and models of products are
intentionally selected because they are the bestof-breed, but more likely the resulting products
are simply all that was available. Standardization
and compatibility have improved somewhat over
the years, with development and acceptance of
the open platform communications (OPC) protocol as just one example. However, there are still
many roadblocks when integrating so many disparate devices.

Connecting it all
Many projects use simple hardwired interconnects and relays to perform basic handshakes
between equipment, but newer Ethernet-capable systems are likely to have a large amount of
valuable operational and diagnostic data available over the network—if users can tap into it.

It is usually more attractive to integrate a new
system using one network cable, if possible, instead of dozens of hardwired connections. So
while traditional system architectures tended to
be very hierarchical—from field device, to PLC,
to HMI, to enterprise—it is now possible and
often desirable for almost any automation element to interact with any other element, if the
right networking and communication software
provisions are in place.
One manufacturing operation found itself in
exactly the situation described above. Some processing equipment used proprietary controllers,
and others used PLCs from various vendors. The
HMI and historian were from yet another vendor.
When the end users first began integrating their
equipment several years before, they eventually
engaged a solution provider offering a universal
device server software.
The solution provider in this case is not a systems integrator, but instead someone who focuses on supporting end users and SIs for the
selection and application of the right industrial
WWW.ISA.ORG
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Potentially problematic protocols

A universal device server lets users connect all types of industrial devices into a modern
OPC environment to create comprehensive data handling systems.
Source: Software Toolbox

automation integration software. The
universal device server recommended by
the solution provider lets users connect
all types of industrial devices into a modern OPC environment.
Automation systems have a fundamental need for such a product, because
there are thousands of devices in the field,
many legacy but some new, which do not
have an off-the-shelf OPC driver. Designers have commonly avoided close integration of these devices due to the complications involved, but today’s IIoT initiatives
demand the acquisition of this data.
Therefore a flexible universal device
server lets users visually configure the
required protocol messages to any type
of field device, and effectively translates
those specialty communications into a
standard OPC format compatible with
PLCs, HMIs, and other automation devices and software. Drag-and-drop configuration makes this possible without
custom code.
For the original universal device server
installation, the solution provider helped
with the end user integration efforts. The
resulting solution proved rock solid over
many years, enabling all the automation
elements to communicate smoothly.
18
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Keeping a new eye on production
Eventually, as part of their process for
continuous improvement, the quality assurance (QA) team at this end user company wanted to add an advanced digital
vision surface inspection system to one of
the production lines. This system inspected and rapidly identified problems in the
produced material. The QA initiative had
the potential to save a lot of money, and
a successful implementation could be
scaled out to many other production lines
and sites.
However, the first step would require
integrating the new and relatively complicated vision system with an assortment
of existing control platforms. Because the
engineering team already relied on data
handling products for operating the plant,
they looked to the provider of these products for the new integration solution.
The existing automation system would
need to inform the vision system about
what product recipe was actively running
so it could base inspection upon the proper preconfigured profile. The vision system would need to acknowledge receipt
of this information, and notify operators
via the automation system when deviations were detected.

As is the case in most operating facilities,
the team wanted to minimize downtime,
interference, and modification of existing systems. They preferred to find a way
to use the existing infrastructure communication servers or HMI drivers to the
greatest extent possible, and hoped they
could use their already-in-service universal device server, which is an OPC DA
and OPC UA server (but not a client), to
integrate with their HMI system.
For this project, they needed to connect to the vision system’s native OPC
UA server interface. However, even
though OPC UA is a standard industrial
communication protocol, it is a massive specification and there are many
aspects of the protocol that may or may
not be implemented by a specific software application or hardware device.
In this case, the vision system used
the OPC UA methods facet sub-specification in its UA Server interface, which
would require a new approach at the
site. At this point, the end user team
engaged their familiar solution provider for additional expertise.

Wrapping up a solution
As specialists in the field, the solution
provider consultants already had expertise in helping users understand
what various communications protocols are capable of, unraveling the
real technical needs, and then finding
off-the-shelf solutions. In this case,
they suggested the addition of another software product to route OPC
messages because it could interact
with the type of OPC UA server methods used by the vision system’s OPC
UA server interface. In turn, the OPC
router would interact with the existing
universal device server. The following
methodology was developed:
l The OPC router subscribes to a trigger in the device server and the associated recipe ID.
l The HMI writes to the recipe ID and
sets the trigger item when a new
recipe is selected.
l The OPC router acts on the trigger
and calls the appropriate vision system OPC method, transmitting the
recipe data to the vision system, then
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resets the trigger.
As confirmation, the OPC router
reads back the recipe information
from the vision system, and supplies
this information to the HMI.
This careful coordination is a good
example of how OPC router software
can solve interoperability problems
between different systems. In this
case, the vision system required a specific handling of methods to prepare
for the next job, start it, and read back
the information.
l

Field installation
With the plan in place, the next challenge
was scheduling the installation and commissioning of the solution. All activities
needed to work around production commitments, which meant the system was
only available during brief downtimes at
odd hours. It also meant the team had to
exercise the utmost care to not affect upcoming operations.
For these reasons, the team designed
the software solution to avoid interference with any existing functions, making
it possible for the end user to bring the upgrades online quickly and confidently as
opportunities presented themselves. Solution provider personnel were available
via remote access methods to connect to
the systems and work “virtually” side by
side with the end users, providing support
to augment efforts on site. Readily available professional services can make all the
difference in supporting SIs and end users
alike to help projects succeed.
Following this approach, installation
ended up being quick and seamless.
The solution was brought online and is
providing the desired monitoring and
warning capabilities. Now, many types of
production issues are identified quickly,
reducing manufacturing costs and minimizing wasted product.

Framework for the future
This installation has been in service for
months, working reliably. The end user
is happy with the performance and is
preparing to scale the implementation up to other production lines. The
company is also thinking about adding closed-loop control functionality,
such as monitoring the vision system

In an example of how off-the-shelf products can enable innovative solutions, Software
Toolbox consultants worked with the end user team to implement the OPC Router product,
which interacted with the existing OmniServer universal device server, so the vision system
OPC UA methods could be integrated with plant operations.
Source: Software Toolbox

for alarms and alerting the production
control systems to act accordingly.
Applications such as this are common
throughout industry and are on the rise
as more field devices become intelligent
and users are moving ahead with digital
transformation projects. The OPC routing software can also communicate to
cloud-based servers using MQTT, a standard lightweight protocol popular for IoT
applications, and it supports web services integration. Both are important as
users look to develop more sophisticated
IoT solutions.
Users want to realize operational value
by using IoT methods for accessing and
interconnecting smart sensor information in conjunction with new and existing
PLCs, HMIs, and SCADA systems. Solutions providers with the right products
and expertise are essential to support

both SIs and end users, helping bring these
projects online quickly with minimal disruption to existing operations. n
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Manufacturing
Supply Chain Agility:
Simple Concepts
from Complex
Technology

Achieve agility using
supply chain control
towers and digital twins.
By Steve Banker
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upply chain control towers have come
of age. And, as the supply chain disruptions related to the current COVID-19
pandemic have further highlighted, agility
across manufacturing supply chains is essential. The concepts that allow modern control
towers to support agility are easy to describe.
However, the technology that empowers
these concepts is quite complex. Supply
chain control towers using digital twins and
other sophisticated technology can support
this agility, but to do so effectively, the technology must do the following:
l Provide near-real-time visibility to inventory,
shipments, and risks.
l Provide support for concurrent planning.
Organizations have different plans for supWWW.ISA.ORG

l

ply and demand planning. They have different types of plans for long-range, intermediate, and near-term planning. With concurrent
planning, these plans are connected. A change
in manufacturing scheduling, for example,
ripples up to the integrated business plan.
Changes in short-term demand forecasts get
highlighted in the supply plans.
The system needs to be intuitive. Let’s take
the example of a “hot load.” The trick is to
identify what is “news” and what is “noise.”
Perhaps a truck is late, but it contains product for which a company has plenty of stock.
On the other hand, an ocean container might
come in early but contain products that are
in a low stock position. So, the system needs
to tell users which to receive first.

FACTORY AUTOMATION AND MACHINE CONTROL

l

l

l

Supply chain applications need to make
more accurate forecasts. Downstream data
increases forecasting accuracy, particularly
for near-term forecasts. Forecasting accuracy and estimated times of arrivals are
improved when machine learning technologies are applied.
The systems need to be easy to use so that planners can easily run scenarios to understand
how best to mitigate exception situations.
The solutions need to support internal and
external collaboration, playbooks, and war
rooms. Not all problems can be solved using
math. Collaboration with diverse stakeholders
is often necessary. If certain types of exceptions
occur on a regular basis, a playbook can be built
to help automate these recurring problems.

Technology needs to be complex so
solutions can be simple
Rather than delving into each of the above bullet items to describe the overall complexity, let’s
focus on just one of those areas here: getting
near-real-time visibility to shipments, inventory,
and risks. The ability to support better visibility
FAST FORWARD
l

l

l

Supply chain control towers using digital twins and other
sophisticated technology can support agility.
The COVID-19 pandemic created supply chain disruptions, illustrating
the requirement for agility in manufacturing supply chains to be
successful.
Being able to support better visibility is based on using application
programming interfaces rather than relying on electronic data interchange, emails, portals, and phone calls.
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is based on using application programming interfaces (APIs) rather than relying on electronic data interchange,
emails, portals, and phone calls. Because
many large companies use many different business and supply chain applications across different business units
and regions, the integration problem
is significant. Companies may need to
use data lakes and technologies that
help to harmonize the data from the
different applications.
A data lake consumes all the critical
data from the different applications.
Significant work is required to generate a
harmonized data layer. The critical master data for supply chain management
includes objects like sales orders, shipments, inventory, and lanes. Different
business systems can define all the fields
associated with these forms of master
data differently. When implementing
this, a company needs to ask its business users what data points they need for
each of these master data objects. It does
not matter what various business systems, like SAP, think a “purchase order”
is. A harmonized definition of “purchase
order” is created based on what is needed to support the control tower.
Then these objects need to work
together to create a time-phased view
into what inventory will be available at
what locations. To understand the current inventory position, a company
takes its initial stock position and then
calculates how that inventory position
is changed by things like quality inspections, purchase orders, production orders, and intercompany demand.
The improved visibility to shipments
was based on federal regulations requiring truckers to electronically track
their hours of service. Suppliers like
FourKites or Descartes MacroPoint provide near-real-time visibility based on
API integration to truck carriers’ GPSenabled electronic logging devices or
by getting small carriers to agree to use
smartphone applications that support
tracking.
The solutions that provide real-time
visibility to supply chain risks are fascinating. These solutions work by continuously monitoring a wide variety of
risks, identified based on monitoring
22
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hundreds of online and social media
sources, and then linking those risks to a
map they have created of their customer’s end-to-end multi-tier supply chain.
The other things supporting agility—
concurrency, intelligent alerts, the use
of downstream data, and so forth—all
have their own complexities. But the basic point is this, we have dreamed about
having robust supply chain control tow-

than a pound to full-size crates, out to
over 150 countries. This work is done by
more than 3,000 employees working in
Medtronic’s supply chain operations.

The digital twin journey
For Medtronic, a supply digital twin
is a continually updated digital representation of the company’s end-to-end
supply chain. This digital twin allows

Critical master data includes objects like
sales orders, shipments, inventory, and
lanes.
ers that can provide control that is analogous to what airport control towers or
war rooms provide.

Medtronic’s digital twin supports its
ability to respond in the pandemic
As ARC learned in a recent webinar,
Medtronic, a large manufacturer of
medical devices, has been engaged
in a digital transformation. This included building a digital twin of the
company’s end-to-end supply chain to
make it easier for people to make better and faster supply chain decisions.
The company built a data lake to feed
LLamasoft’s Supply Chain Analytics
Platform, llama.ai, to create its supply
chain digital twin. The system has already been rolled out to support distribution flow path analyses. The solution allows Medtronic to make better
decisions.
Medtronic is a big company with a
complex supply chain: hundreds of
manufacturing and contract manufacturing sites, dozens of sterilization
sites, over a thousand suppliers, more
than 250,000 distinct products. What
is manufactured is distributed to hospitals, clinics, third-party health care
providers, distributors, government
health care programs, and group purchasing organizations. Approximately
60,000 daily shipments flow through a
network of cross docks, forward stocking locations, and distribution centers,
across multiple modes of transportation, in shipments ranging from less

the company to run more scenarios
and make better decisions in a timelier
way. Before it started on the digital twin
journey, this was a struggle. For example, if the company wanted to analyze
how certain products were flowing to
customers, and whether node skips
would make sense, a project might take
seven months, by which time the supply chain would have already changed.
Medtronic is still in the early stages
of its supply chain digital transformation. The initial focus of this implementation centered on a distribution
flow path analysis—how products flow
through the global network to customers. LLamasoft helps it run tradeoffs. A slower mode of transportation
requires holding more inventory to
attain targeted service levels. Faster
delivery paths lead to higher transportation costs but require less inventory.
The company can also look at whether
adding or subtracting a node—like
a cross dock—would lower the total
landed costs. And this analysis can be
“pan-Medtronic.” For example, a cross
dock currently used by one business
unit might provide additional benefits if other business units’ goods flow
through it.
“Journey” is the right term to describe
Medtronic’s digital initiative, and the
difficulties associated with this kind of
project should not be minimized. One
key challenge was the need to pull data
from many systems. Often the data
was not clean or complete enough. In
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some cases, the data just does not exist. While the company understands its
transportation costs at a granular stock
keeping unit (SKU)/mode/origin-todestination level for most shipments,
that was not universally true. In some
regions, for some products, it does not
have visibility into which specific SKUs
are in a shipping container. Understanding the landed costs at a granular
level is necessary to doing the trade-off
analysis. Getting this data became a
project involving a good deal of labor.
In other cases, getting data was easier. For example, the company did not
understand the fixed and variable costs
drivers at some warehouse and sterilizer facilities. Here it conducted a survey
with facility managers to get this data.

Impact of COVID-19
Faced with the challenge of pandemicrelated supply chain disruptions,
Medtronic’s supply chain team worked
to provide visibility to what was happening around the world. One part of
this was stand-up meetings twice a day
and once on the weekend—to talk about
the latest developments and issues.
The supply chain impacts have
been huge. The supply chain has been
whipped around by the need to protect
the company’s people, unexpected
demand surges and crashes, and countries shutting down and closing customs.
Shipping by air became problematic.
Much freight moves in the belly of passenger planes. As these planes stopped
flying, air capacity vanished.
As COVID moved from a China problem to a global problem, the team responded by pulling inventory forward
into countries before inbound shipments became impossible. They had
discussions with their leading carriers
where they explained what they were
doing and pressed for commitments to
move the company’s goods.
The Llamasoft product was one of
the tools used to respond to the pandemic. Ninety-five percent of the data
Medtronic needed to run COVID scenarios was already cleansed and validated in its digital twin model. The
COVID analysis mainly consisted of
tracking down the last 5 percent of the

data points the company did not have
and running “what-if” scenarios.
While demand has dropped off for
many products, at some point it will
bounce back. Medtronic needs to be
ready for these demand spikes in preparing for transportation and distribution
capacity. So, as one example, Medtronic
ran a total landed cost scenario for how
to meet potential surges in demand for
its cardiovascular products. If it did nothing, the warehouses would be running
near 95 percent capacity.
There were various levers to solve
the warehouse capacity bottleneck: the
company could put inventory in overflow warehouses, it could slow down
manufacturing, change where certain
products were manufactured, or it
could slow down shipments by using
ocean carriers turning the boats—in
effect—into floating warehouses. The
total landed costs of all these options
were examined.

Catching up to the vision
Until the last few
years, the technology needed to
support
manufacturing supply
chain agility, such
as demonstrated
at Medtronic and
other
forwardthinking manufacturing
companies, was not
available. But finally, the technology has caught
up to the vision.
Companies
are
using these solutions to great
effect. The early
adopters
have
been
rewarded
with a greatly enhanced ability to
respond intelligently to the COVID-19 pandemic.
M e d t r o n i c ’s
digital twin will
be an always on,

constantly updated model, that will
improve not just the company’s dayto-day operations, but its business
continuity capabilities. n
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The Growing
Intelligence of

Autonomous Mobile Robots

Strategically placed static cameras, such as
the MiR AI Camera, enable mobile robots to
foresee obstacles on their routes and reroute
themselves for optimized navigation.
Source: MiR

By Lourenço Castro

Artificial intelligence and
strategically placed cameras
function as extended robot
sensors for automated
assembly or logistics applications.
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n today’s competitive and expensive business
environment, autonomous mobile robots
(AMRs) are increasingly being used to transport materials within warehouses and manufacturing facilities. Elsewhere, particularly in hospitals, airports, and schools, AMRs disinfect public
places or deliver medicine and food to patients.
The digital transformation of manufacturing,
automated assembly, logistics, and more is being enabled by fleets of robots made ever-smarter
through a combination of Industry 4.0/Industrial
Internet of Things technology, including artificial
intelligence (AI).
A significant aspect of AMRs compared to conventional logistics solutions like forklifts, conveyor belts, and automated guided vehicles (AGVs)
is their built-in intelligence. Rather than moving
along a set of tracks or sensors built into the infrastructure, like an AGV requires, AMRs autono-
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mously move along the factory floor track-free,
bypassing obstacles in their path and even finding
new paths on their own.
How smart are current-generation autonomous
mobile robots? With a fleet management system
installed, multiple robots can be controlled centrally from a single station, and the most advanced
systems can eliminate any bottlenecks and downtime to mobile robot operation. Once an AMR is
programmed, the fleet management system manages the priorities and selects the most suitable
robot to the operation at hand, based on position
and availability. It also monitors robot battery levels, automatically manages the recharging, and
controls the robots’ traffic patterns by coordinating critical zones with multiple robot intersections.
Some AMRs are taking those smarts to the next
level with artificial intelligence coupled with strategically placed cameras that function as extended
robot sensors. Without AI, AMRs react the same
way to all obstacles, slowing and attempting to
navigate around a person or object, if possible, or
stopping or backing up if there is no safe way to
maneuver around it. With AI, AMRs can learn to
adapt their behavior appropriately, even before
they enter an area. This means they can avoid
high-traffic areas during specific times, including
when materials are regularly delivered and transferred by fork truck, or when large crowds of workers are present during breaks or shift changes.

How do AI-powered AMRs work?
Today, mobile robots use sensors and software
for control (to define where and how the robot
should move) and perception (to allow the robot
to understand and react to its surroundings). Data
comes from integrated laser scanners, 3D cameras, accelerometers, gyroscopes, wheel encoders,
and more to produce the most efficient decisions
for each situation.
The AMRs can dynamically navigate using the
most efficient routes. They also have environmental awareness so they can avoid obstacles
or people in their path, and can automatically
charge when needed. AI technology for AMRs
is now focused primarily on machine learning
(ML) and vision systems, which are dramatically
extending earlier sensor-based capabilities. Advances in sensor technology, cloud computing,
broadband wireless communications, and new
AI-focused processor architectures are more
widely available at lower costs. This makes it easier than ever to pull data from a robot’s immediate, extended, and anticipated environment, as
well as to monitor its internal conditions.
The technology advances enabling

smarter robots, as
FAST FORWARD
mentioned, include:
l AI will become an integral part of setting
l Small,
low-cost,
up and using autonomous mobile robots,
simplifying their deployment.
and power-efficient
sensors. These allow
l Applications like factory-floor automation,
warehouse automation, and logistics are
mobile and remote
early adopters.
devices to capture
l Some AMRs take “smart” to the next level
and transmit huge
by coupling AI with strategically placed
amounts of data.
cameras that function as extended robot
l Faster cloud comsensors.
puting algorithms
and
broadband
wireless communications allow organizations
to store, process, and access huge amounts of
sensor data almost instantly, from any access
point. Secure virtual networks can adapt to
dynamic requirements and nearly eliminate
downtime and bottlenecks.
l AI-focused
processor architectures are
widely available from both traditional semiconductor companies, such as AMD, Intel,
NVIDIA, and Qualcomm, as well as from new
players in the field including Google and Microsoft. While traditional broad-use semiconductors are facing the limits of Moore’s
Law, these new chips are purpose-designed
for artificial intelligence calculations. This is
driving up capabilities while driving down
costs. Low-power, cost-effective AI processors can be incorporated into even smaller
mobile or remote devices, allowing onsite
computation.
l Sophisticated software algorithms analyze
and process data in the most productive locations—in the robot, in the cloud, or even
in remote, extended sensors that provide
additional intelligence data for the robot to
anticipate needs and proactively adapt its
behavior.
Using these advanced technologies and AIfocused cameras, fleets of AMRs can learn while
they are online, but then perform without constant access to online content. Low-power, AIcapable devices and efficient AI techniques support new robotic systems with low latency and
fast reaction times, high autonomy, and low power consumption—key capabilities for success.

How AI plus vision improves operation
Including a dedicated AI processor in an external, low-cost camera device means it is now
possible to extend existing autonomous mobile
robots with AI capabilities without modifying their
hardware. It is also possible to combine AI-based
advanced-learning algorithms with remote but
connected stationary cameras. These cameras,
WWW.ISA.ORG
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To boost effectiveness at its appliance assembly plant in Poland, Whirlpool implemented
three MiR200 autonomous mobile robots to transport components between the preassembly and assembly lines. Source: MiR

mounted in high-traffic areas or in the
paths of fork trucks or other automated
vehicles, help improve efficiency in path
planning and environmental interaction and help maintain the robots’ safety
protocols.
The cameras come with small, efficient
embedded computers that can process
anonymized data and run sophisticated
analysis software. This analysis can be
used to identify whether objects in the
area are humans, fixed obstacles, or other
types of mobile devices, such as AGVs.
The cameras then feed this information
to the robot, extending the robot’s understanding of its surroundings.
Dynamically understanding its surroundings lets a robot adapt its behavior
appropriately, even before it enters an
area. If an AMR detects a person, for example, it can continue driving; if it detects
an AGV, it can park so the AGV can drive
by. The robot can also predict blocked
areas or highly trafficked areas in advance and reroute, instead of entering the
blocked area and then rerouting.
While the AMR’s built-in safety mechanisms will always stop it from colliding
with an object, person, or vehicle in its
path, other vehicles like forklifts may not
have that capability. This puts the AMR
at risk of being run over. Because the AIpowered AMRs can detect high-traffic
26
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areas before they arrive and identify other
vehicles and behave appropriately to decrease the risk of collision, they are improving their own behavior and adapting
to other vehicles’ limitations.

Application example: Whirlpool
Whirlpool, one of the world’s largest manufacturers of home appliances, produces
dryers and freestanding cookers in a plant
in Poland. Whirlpool has manufacturing
plants in three locations in the country,
including Łódz, Radomsko, and Wrocław.
The company implemented three MiR200
autonomous mobile robots that transport
components between the preassembly and
assembly lines in the Łódz plant in 2018.
“At our factory, a dryer leaves the production line every 15 seconds. This requires transporting a huge number of
components,” says Szymon Krupinski,
site leader at one Whirlpool plant in Poland. “Mobile robots provide us with a
completely new way of delivering parts
without human involvement. This enables employees to focus on higher valueadded areas. Collaborative mobile robots
also significantly improve safety, allowing
us to avoid all potential collisions between people and devices such as forklifts
or tuggers.”
The autonomous robot transports dryer doors between two production lines,

from the preassembly to the assembly
line. On every run, it carts 12 doors at a
time and on the way back transports the
empty packaging. The full loop is about
130 meters and takes 3 minutes and 50
seconds. The robot rides up to the preassembly line, moves under a loaded cart
and hooks it up. During the unloading,
the empty boxes slide back on to the cart
under gravity. After that, the robot returns
to its starting point and the next transportation cycle begins.
During plant operation, two MiR200
robots with a load capacity of up to 200 kilograms are transporting the components
while the third is docked in a charging station, as a backup.
Whirlpool installed a robot fleet management system, MiR Fleet, which allows
the robots to properly queue the requests
from the line and monitors their battery
charge levels to ensure continuous work.
Whirlpool’s implementation and configuration of the robots at the plant was
supported by Polish distributor ProCobot,
and since the robots were implemented
in 2018, the layout of the plant—and thus
the route the robots take—has changed
several times. Programming the MiR devices consists of specifying the points the
robot has to travel through. The simplicity of operation, programming, and advanced navigation technology allow the
robots to quickly adapt to changes in the
production area layout.
“The ease of operation of MiR robots
allows them to be used by staff without
any engineering or programming background. This enables us to effectively
utilize the robots without making big investments in training the employees in
the context of the new technology,” said
Paolo Aliverti, logistic program manager,
Industry 4.0, for Whirlpool.
According to Aliverti, before the robots
were put into use, the transportation of
components was performed solely with
the use of vehicles operated by specifically trained employees—forklifts and tuggers. Three autonomous mobile robots
can replace one such operator-driven
vehicle. Thanks to the implementation of
the robots, forklift and tugger operators
may focus on other tasks in the organization. The expected return on investment
in mobile robots at the plant is maximum
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two years, he said.
“By changing the system from humanoperated to automated delivery we can
boost productivity and engage employees to final product manufacturing,” said
Adam Bakowicz, process technology senior engineer, Industry 4.0, Whirlpool.
“The MiR robots provide us with low cost
of automation and flexibility in changing
the plant layout. We consider the two-year
return on investment as attractive.”

Application example: Ford Spain
Ford Spain optimizes intralogistics in
its car body and stamping plant in Valencia, Spain, using three AMRs. That
plant manufactures 2,000 vehicles a
day in a space that covers an area of
300,000 square meters. Pepe Pérez, corporate communications manager at
Ford Spain, says, “We are proud to have
one of the most innovative factories in
Europe that pioneers in the use of collaborative mobile robots for the distribution of industrial materials.”
The delivery of fresh industrial and
welding materials to the different stations of the plant is essential for keeping
the production of different Ford models running. Tests conducted by Ford
showed that one mobile robot alone
frees up to 40 manhours per day, allowing workers to dedicate themselves to
more complex tasks.
To adapt the collaborative mobile robots to their needs, Ford decided to equip
them with an automated shelving system
with 17 slots to accommodate materials
of different weights and sizes. To avoid
errors, the opening and closing of these
slots is automated, meaning that operators in each area only have access to the
materials assigned to them. Helios Alvarez, manager of the body and stamping plant says, “The incorporation of the
three MiR robots has allowed us to turn a
routine distribution of spare items into a
highly qualified job.” There are numerous
other application examples, including
Novo Nordisk’s pharmaceutical plant in
China, which uses five MiR500 AMRs to
improve warehouse logistics.

The future of AI-powered AMRs
So what comes next? As AI advances, so
will AMRs, making them increasingly

Ford’s body and stamping plant in Valencia, Spain, adapted MiR robots to its needs by
equipping them with an automated shelving system. Plant manager Helios Alvarez said,
“The incorporation of the three MiR robots has allowed us to turn a routine distribution of
spare items into a highly qualified job.” Source: MiR

smarter and more empowering. Deploying AMRs in a new environment can be
a lengthy and delicate process where
specific map zones need to be carefully
designed to extract the most value from a
fleet of robots. In the future, robots should
be able to do most of the heavy lifting by
recognizing floor markings, busy intersections, narrow passages, and other distinct conditions. Although mobile robots
will still be a controllable tool with emergency stop buttons, they will not require
constant human intervention. Knowing
which side of the track they should navigate or where they should adjust their
maximum speed will be a normal part of
their operation.
This exciting functionality would not be
so impressive, however, if the complexity of
the setup surpassed the added benefits. As
a result, the process of extending workflows
with AI needs to be simple and intuitive,
based on concepts such as example-based
training and rule-based setup. Setting up
intelligent AMRs should not be harder
than showing AI algorithms what objects
they should detect, or rotating a dial or two
to adjust a robot’s behavior.
Lastly, robots are constantly generating
a gold mine of data that can be used to
monitor their uptime and network connectivity, among other things, but it can
also be the starting point for an efficient

technical support intervention. Users
managing AMRs will be greatly empowered with personalized information and
predictions about necessary actions. This
means getting recommendations to improve specific robots’ deployments or anticipating when a component needs to be
replaced ahead of time.
In summary, AI will become an integral part of setting up and using AMRs,
simplifying their deployment process
and improving their workflow; AMR users will be empowered to make more
informed decisions, even without technical expertise, and robots will become
the first line of support, predicting when
intervention is needed or automating
troubleshooting. That is how AI will bring
AMRs into the future. ■
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DataOps
Fundamental for Industrial Transformation
By John Harrington
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believe the missing link to industrial transformation is a codeless solution that can
aggregate, standardize, and contextualize
industrial data from sensors, controls, and other industrial automation assets and systems for
use by business users throughout the company
and its supply chain. The missing link is an industrial data operations (DataOps) solution.
DataOps is orchestrating people, processes,
and technology to securely provide trusted, understandable, and ready-to-use data to all who
require it using a scalable and repeatable approach. In an industrial environment, DataOps
enables collaboration among data stakeholders
throughout the organization, including control and automation professionals, process and
manufacturing operations, product designers,
quality assurance, maintenance, data scientists,
and business analysts.
Industrial DataOps solutions are an efficient
way to leverage the value of industrial digital
WWW.ISA.ORG

information by efficiently performing data conditioning while providing a secure data flow to
the various consuming applications running at
the edge, in on-premise data centers, and in the
cloud. These solutions aim to increase velocity,
reliability, and quality of data analytics. As you
might imagine, the need for industrial DataOps
is becoming more important, as there is an increasingly large amount of data available from
industrial sensors and controllers.
Although DataOps began as a set of best practices, it has now matured to become a new and
independent approach to data analytics. Ultimately, industrial DataOps is a tool for manufacturers to establish and maintain their critical data
infrastructure in order to achieve digitalization.

Effects of Industry 4.0
The manufacturing industry is going through
a step change so significant that it is being referred to as the fourth industrial revolution.

CYBERSECURITY AND CONNECTIVITY
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Industrial DataOps orchestrates people, processes, and technology
and is an essential component for Industry 4.0 success.
Contextualizing and standardizing data is required to efficiently
leverage industrial data at scale.
Industrial data security is critical, and the ability to use secure
protocols, separate the data by consumer, and control the flow of
data all contribute to securing the network, systems, and factory
floor equipment.

Digitalization requires data
aggregation, standardization, and
contextualization at scale.

The first industrial revolution spanned the 1700s
and 1800s with the adoption of external power
through windmills and water wheels. The second industrial revolution included the electrification of the factory and use of motors to drive
machinery in the late 1800s and early 1900s, and
the third industrial revolution was defined by
the control automation for those motors, which
started in the mid-1900s and continues today.

The fourth wave is the cyber-physical revolution with real-time feedback between machinery control, sensors, historical data, business
systems, and prescriptive analytical systems.
With each industrial revolution, there have been
major shifts in the processes used, products
created, and dominant industrial companies.
Achieving the benefits of industrial utilization
and Industry 4.0 requires actionable data.

DataOps (data operations) is the orchestration of people, processes, and technology to securely deliver
trusted, ready-to-use data to all who require it.
WWW.ISA.ORG
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Drowning in unusable data
Industry 4.0, digital transformation, and
smart manufacturing are about using
disparate information to drive automated decisions from machinery to the
cloud and putting more information in
the hands of business decision makers
when and where they need it. Companies make this transformation by adopting multiple technologies, including
cloud computing, Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) platforms, advanced analytics, augmented and virtual visualization, mobile platforms, miniature and
inexpensive sensors, and networking.
Unfortunately, as these solutions
have been adopted and connected,
data contextualization and accessibility have been more time consuming,
labor intensive, and lacking in purpose-built solutions than expected.
Companies that were early in adopting
Industry 4.0 technologies thought they
could just “hook up” their industrial
data to the analytics or visualization
applications through APIs and rapidly
make use of this data. They found the
data was inconsistent across machinery, and data streams had no context to
explain what the stream was, where it
was from, what the expected tolerances
were, or what the unit of measure was.
The data was correlated to the controls
equipment—not the way business us-

ers think of the business. The volumes
of data were immense, and most uses
of the data did not require the resolution produced by the equipment.
Today, data is needed near the machinery, in on-site data centers, and in
some cases, within cloud-based systems. To solve these data architecture
challenges and address the need for
data contextualization and standardization, a new category of software
solutions is emerging. They may be
the key to helping companies adopt
Industry 4.0. This category is known as
DataOps, or more specifically as industrial DataOps when built specifically
for industrial data.

An introduction to industrial DataOps
Before Industry 4.0, industrial data architecture had evolved over many years
into a layered approach defined in the
Purdue Model or ISA-95. In this model,
data flowed from sensors to automation
controllers to supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) or humanmachine interfaces to manufacturing
execution systems (MESs) and finally
to enterprise resource planning (ERP).
The volumes of data dramatically decreased as they move up the stack. Data
resolution was also reduced to the point
that many companies updated ERP and
even MES manually and did not even

connected them to factory machinery.
At the connection between each layer,
a number of communication protocols
for data were developed; however, most
were proprietary, allowing the company
developing them to connect to its own
hardware or software. These protocols
were unique to connecting one layer to
the next and were not reused at different
layer boundaries. OPC is one of the industry-adopted open protocols that was
developed to move information into the
SCADA layer from the device layer. Between the machine controller and software layer, OPC servers were developed
to translate between proprietary controller protocols and OPC.
Processing data through layers of
systems worked for many years primarily because the amount of data being
moved up the stack was limited, and
much of the data used by the next-level
system was generated in the previous
system. However, with the advent of Industry 4.0, digital transformation, and
smart manufacturing, this was not the
case. For example, sensor data at level 0
is not needed for process control, so it is
not available in the programmable logic
controller (PLC) (level 1) or the SCADA
system (level 2)—but the level 0 sensor
data may be needed by a level 3 maintenance system. Pushing excess unused
data through systems (in this example,

Before Industry 4.0, industrial data architecture had evolved over many years into a layered approach defined in the Purdue Model or
ISA-95. However, Industry 4.0 and new target applications like IoT platforms, data lakes, and machine learning applications, have made
industrial data architectures exponentially more complex.
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level 1 and level 2) that do not require
that information can slow down and
complicate processing, reduce security,
and increase data vulnerability.

Industrial DataOps solutions
Digital transformation is about leveraging data to drive the business. In a
manufacturing company, this means
extending factory floor operations data
from the traditional operations environments to business users throughout
the company. These users do not have
the same understanding of the manufacturing controls system but require
rich data to do their jobs—and do them
better. Receiving a data point feed with
the name F8:4 and a value of 52.2 does
not tell a maintenance engineer that
this is a temperature value, that it is
sensing the temperature of hydraulic
oil on a stamping machine, that the
unit of measure is Celsius, and that if
the temperature goes over 180 degrees,
it will cause premature failure of machine components.
The challenges of optimizing and
controlling data flows coupled with the
need to contextualize and standardize
industrial data have led to the development of a new DataOps organizational
function and category of software solutions to support this function. DataOps
for industrial environments is different
from DataOps for business transaction
systems. Why? Because data in industrial environments is very inconsistent
across machinery, lacks context, and is
correlated to the controls equipment—
not assets, processes, and products. It is
used from the edge to the cloud—with
data security critical at every exchange.

Five essential components
Based on my time speaking with manufacturers and analyzing available solutions, there are five essential tasks of
an industrial DataOps solution that are
required to achieve value.
Standardize, normalize, and
contextualize data
Industrial data was created to control
motors, valves, conveyors, machinery,
and other such equipment. This data
typically comes from PLCs, machine

1

tion to make it more useful in industrial
situations and make the integrations
easier. On the IT side, many systems are
integrated through RESTful APIs and
through direct database integrations.
An industrial DataOps solution must be
able to integrate seamlessly with devices and data sources at the OT layer by
using industry standards and providing
value to business applications that conform to today’s IT best practices.

controllers, remote terminal units
(RTUs), or smart sensors. It is not uncommon for a factory to have hundreds
of PLCs and machine controllers, with
machinery and controllers often purchased at different times and from different vendors. As a factory grows, its
needs change, and the products evolve.
The data points available on the controllers vary from one controller to the
next, and very few companies can enforce any consistency.
The data points on controllers were
designed for efficiency of communications and use by industrial software solutions. They generally do not include
any contextualization, standardization,
or documentation of the data packets.
This “contextualization” is often stored
in an MES, asset management system,
or other database system—or may just
be known by the operations technology (OT) team. The context must be
efficiently merged with real-time data
to make the data usable. Furthermore,
to get the full value from analytics, data
needs to be analyzed across machinery, processes, and products. To handle
the scale of hundreds of machines and
controllers—and tens of thousands of
data points—a set of standard models
must be established within the industrial DataOps solution. The models correlate the data by machinery, process,
and products and present it to the consuming applications.

Manage the flow of
information
Information flows must be in a managed system where they can be identified, enabled, disabled, and modified.
Identifying the impact of machinery
changes is critical to making sure good
data is being stored and connections
are established when change happens.
From a security perspective, it is essential to know what data is moving from
system to system and to be able to turn
it off. Many outside vendors now want
machine data to provide enhanced service. The team operating the machine
will want to be able to control what data
is flowing and at what frequency or set
of conditions it is moving. The operations team will also want to be able to
disable the data flow if the vendor no
longer needs it. Therefore, managing
the flow of information is an essential
component of an industrial DataOps
solution.

Connect to industrial and
IT systems
Industrial devices and systems and information technology (IT) systems natively communicate in different ways.
Industrial devices and systems use
many proprietary protocols, though
support for OPC UA and other open
protocols is increasing. IT systems use
their own protocols to communicate,
with extensive usage of APIs and bespoke integrations. IT systems communicating with edge devices have
begun to use MQTT. MQTT provides a
highly flexible pub/sub methodology
to minimize the cybersecurity exposure
and secure encrypted communications
with little overhead. MQTT has been
extended with the Sparkplug specifica-

Provide needed scale and
security
Industrial data is different from typical
transaction data stored in most IT systems. Industrial data comes from hundreds or thousands of different devices.
This data must be captured, contextualized, and delivered at a resolution
that is unique for each use case to satisfy the analytics or visualization needs.
Industrial data is typically used milliseconds to seconds after it is created.
As such, batch processing ETL (extract,
transform, and load) solutions built for
transactional data do not work well for
industrial data. Industrial data must be
curated or contextualized close to the
machinery and before being stored.
Industrial data often holds the intel-

2
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HighByte Intelligence Hub is an example of an industrial DataOps solution that addresses the needs of industrial environments where
data must be aggregated from industrial automation and leveraged by business users throughout the company and its supply chain.
This architecture satisfies the needs of manufacturers embracing Industry 4.0.

lectual knowledge of a manufacturing
plant. This data must be secured and
discretely delivered to the applications that need it from the industrial
DataOps solution.
Live at the edge
Machinery comes in many
shapes and sizes and runs in many
different environments. Depending
on the analytic or visualization application, the data may be processed
close to the machinery, in an onpremise data center, or in the cloud.
The industrial DataOps solution must
run close to the device and feed the
applications the required data at the
frequency or condition specified.
However, the solution must also be
able to share models across the fac-
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tory and company, allowing for data
standardization and normalization.
By using an industrial DataOps solution to define standard models and
establish and manage integrations,
the operations team can provide data
to the systems and business users
who are requesting it in an efficient
and managed way. This application
abstraction approach allows the operations team to effectively substitute changes in the factory, add new
applications, and react to changes in
business relationships with outside
vendors.
By moving data contextualization and
access within an industrial DataOps
solution, the operations team can own
and manage data access, accelerate
analytics and visualization projects, and

maintain factory flexibility to change or
add new machinery over time. n
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Measuring
MES Digital
Transformation
Maturity
Automation.com/ARC
Advisory Group survey
delivers key takeaways.

A

RC Advisory Group and Automation.com
recently collaborated on a web survey
to gauge the current take up of various
functionalities related to manufacturing execution
systems (MESs) in the context of digital transformation. This article summarizes our key takeaways
from this survey using only data from those respondents who identified as end users.
Readers should note that for the purpose of
this survey, MES and manufacturing operations
management (MOM) are synonymous. MES/MOM
solutions help fill the traditional gap between operational-level automation systems like distributed
control systems, programmable logic controllers,
and supervisory control and data acquisition and
enterprise-level business or enterprise resource
planning systems. An MES takes information from
the automation systems, business systems, and (increasingly) edge devices and the cloud to manage
the process, events, notifications, and workflows.
In general, an MES enables collaboration and visibility in real time and improves efficiencies and performance to help industrial organizations reduce
costs and gain competitive advantage. While the
scope of MES keeps evolving, typical applications
today include:
• Planning and scheduling for the manufacturing or operations environment (including batch

management, where applicable)
• Workflow and process management
• Quality management, energy management, and
track and trace.
MES could also include manufacturing intelligence applications, such as analytics and digital
dashboards. MES solutions are typically specialized by industry. Many suppliers include specialized, configurable reports, dashboards, or other
functionalities that make sense for a particular application or industry, for example, batch management capabilities for specialty chemicals or serialization capabilities for highly regulated industries
such as pharmaceuticals.

By Janice Abel

Digital transformation maturity model
ARC has developed a multilevel digital transformation maturity model for this MES survey (figure 1)
to help end user organizations determine where
they stand in their respective digital transformation
journeys relative to peer organizations. The survey
questions all relate back to this multilevel model,
which progresses from initial exploration, to limited application, to significant application, to proficient application, and—finally—to best-in-class.
At the exploring level, end user organizations
have one or more basic, but typically siloed MES
applications in place with some data integration. At
WWW.ISA.ORG
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MES Digital Transformation Maturity Model

Best in Class
Proficient

MES Digital Transformation Level

Where are you in your journey?

Advanced MES
Connected Plants

Significant
Limited

MES Plant-wide
Connected Plants

Plant MES
Exploring
Basic Siloed MES
MES silos/MES
process; integration
to some data

Figure 1.

Some MES plant
functionality
implemented in one
or two plants; some
visualization; fewer
silos; more data
integrated

MES integrated to
most manufacturing
data sources plant
wide e.g., LIMS, ERP,
etc. in several plants;
connected interoperable and visible

MES completely
connected and
interoperable in most
plants and MES
functions and starting
to add newer
applications like ML,
AI digital twins, AR,
VR, robots, clouds,
edge. More plant-wide
visibility, connectivity,
interoperability and
collaboration

advanced digital capabilities. These could
include artificial intelligence (AI), machine
learning (ML), digital twins, robotics, or
new digital sensors. Where appropriate,
these capabilities could reside on the
premises, in the cloud, or at the edge.
Best-in-class organizations have further
refined and expanded these capabilities
to support enterprise-wide visibility and
collaboration. Relative to the MES, this
represents a highly mature level of digital
transformation.
Survey results
To gauge the impact of the different
maturity levels on plant and enterprise
performance, we asked respondents
to indicate the respective levels in their

Survey Results: Production Plants

Worst
Average
Best

45.0%
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

Exploring

Figure 2.
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Enterprise-wide
connected, inoperable
MES/complete
enterprise visualization
and collaboration with
ML, AI, digital twins,
robotics, AR/VR plus
other DT. Intelligence
is available on
premises, cloud and
edge across enterprise.
Autonomous and
optimized

MES Digital Transformation from Silos to Enterprise MES

the limited level, the basic MES functionality (now including limited visualization) is
in place in one or two plants, with somewhat more data integration and thus fewer data and functional silos and improved
interoperability between applications. At
the significant MES implementation level,
MES functionality extends across entire
plants, often with multiple plants connected across the enterprise. At this level, MES solutions are integrated to most
manufacturing-related data sources, with
increased visibility into the production and
related supply chain processes.
At the proficient level, organizations
have further developed their visualization
capabilities and begun to incorporate (or
integrate to) some of the newer, more

Not Doing/NA

Enterprise-wide MES
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Limited

Significant

Proficient

Best
Possible

worst-performing plant, an averageperforming plant, and their best-performing plant. As the results charts show
in figure 2, while digital transformation
adoption may be increasing, it definitely
varies among plants.
In the worst-performing plants, approximately 75 percent of respondents
are either not doing anything in this area
or are doing so on either an exploratory
or limited basis. In average-performing
plants, 40 percent of respondents have
implemented MES applications on a limited basis. And in the best-performing
plants, more than half of our respondents
believe they have either achieved digital
transformation proficiency with MES or at
least are making significant use of these
applications.
We asked our survey respondents
about their MES adoption by application
type and then sorted the data by both
application type and the indicated MES
digital transformation maturity level of
the plant or enterprise (figure 3). Production execution, production management,
performance management, and planning and scheduling have the highest
adoption level in high-performing plants.
Workflow management, labor management, and energy had the least levels
of adoption. ARC believes this could be
because these applications, while important, are often sold and implemented
separately from the MES.

AUTOMATION BASICS

Cloud computing for MES
Cloud computing is playing a more important role in digital transformation to
help accommodate the enormous volume
of production and other manufacturingrelated data. So, we also asked our survey
respondents about how they are deploying their various MES applications.
We grouped the deployment options
into either public cloud, private cloud,
public/private clouds, or on-premises deployment. One issue we encountered here
is that the definition of “cloud” can vary.
The largest group of respondents still
prefers to keep critical MES applications on
premises. As the promise of cloud computing increases (along with further improvements in cloud cybersecurity and associated user confidence), ARC believes that this
is likely to change in the future. However,
ARC also believes that in certain industries
some applications will remain on premises
permanently due to either the nature of
the application itself or legal, regulatory,
and/or intellectual property issues.
Not surprisingly, we learned that advanced analytics, including ML and AI,
are the applications most often deployed

in the cloud. Significantly, many companies are moving their data to the cloud,
but keeping the applications on site. It
will be interesting to see if and how the
survey responses change when we update the survey in 2021.
Value of digital transformation
We also asked about the value of digital
transformation in MES by application. This
value does not necessarily have to be expressed in monetary terms. It could also
involve intangibles, such as ease of use, improved collaboration, safety improvements,
or company cultural or morale improvements. Most respondents perceived that
their organizations are receiving a positive
return on investment (ROI) from their MESrelated digital transformation investments.
However, the degree of value achieved varies by the application type, the industry,
and the specific company where the technology is being applied and measured.
In general, it appears that for every
MES application on the survey, users obtained greater than 50 percent ROI. However, the average returns were between
1 and 20 percent, and for some applica-

tion areas, respondents did not report any
value. The top values received were in in
the areas of production performance improvements (which are usually measured)
and cost reductions.
For detailed charts showing additional
results, view the report on Automation.
com (www.automation.com/en-US/Articles/November-2020/MES-and-DigitalTransformation) or visit ARCweb.com. n
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Meet ISA 2020 Fellow Richard Van Fleet

R

ichard Van Fleet, who works with Andritz Inc. in Cumming, Ga., first developed an interest in the pulp and
paper industry when he was a student at the University
of Waterloo in Ontario. “They had a pioneer co-op program
when I started in 1978,” Van Fleet explained. “All the students
went out and worked, and I always chose the co-op that was
farthest away. I ended up in industry every other term at a pulp
and paper co-op, and I loved the process.” He first became a
process engineer, then he became an automation engineer—a
sequence he recommends: “First, understand the process, then
you can automate it.”
Van Fleet joined ISA in 1985 when he was living in Upstate
New York, and he has been part of several ISA sections. One of
his first tasks was revitalizing the Mid-Hudson Valley Section of
ISA, which had been lying dormant. When he moved to Vermont, he formed and chartered the Green Mountain Section.
After that, he moved to Pensacola, Fla., and joined the Pensacola Section. When Honeywell recruited him, he moved to
Phoenix and became the District 11 vice president.
Now, as an ISA fellow, Van Fleet is being honored for his

“Study the basics of the process . . .
and apply instrumentation and controls
correctly.” —Richard Van Fleet
exemplary work providing subject-matter expertise and technical support relating to sensor development and implementation of advanced process control and sustained process optimization of pulping and bleaching processes.
Van Fleet said he is proud to have worked in the automation industry long enough to watch the equipment evolve from
pneumatic panel board to single loop controllers to proprietary
distributed control systems to open systems cloud-based controls. “I’m blessed to be able to live through those 40 years or
so,” Van Fleet said. “ I’ve had wonderful experiences and met
lots of people. I’m just proud to be in this industry at this time.
I’ve been able to learn a lot and pass it on.” Van Fleet has four
patents to his name, all related to the pulp and paper industry.
As part of ISA, Van Fleet focuses most of his time on his
local Georgia section and as a leader with the ISA Pulp and
Paper Division. “The technical divisions are becoming more
and more important because there aren’t geographical demands,” he said. “I work with people in Finland, Canada,
and Brazil on a regular basis.”
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Van Fleet said that being part
of ISA has given him the opportunity to establish a strong network. “Through my career, I’ve
traveled to 28 countries, and besides the food, meeting people
has always been the number
one benefit. ISA gave me that forum to meet a lot of people—
some very famous—that I still call friends today.”
Van Fleet joined Andritz two years ago and has since acquired
the opportunity to mentor more than 50 new engineers and
assume the role of global product development manager. Midway through his career, at the dawn of distributed control systems, the industry started working on consolidating control
systems and replacing people, which the pandemic has since
accelerated. “My company that supplies both equipment and
automation services to the pulp and paper industry is now in
discussions about the autonomous mill, facilitating a different
type of change in the skill sets required by a further reduction of
manpower,” he said.
Van Fleet does not plan on retiring anytime soon: “I’m enjoying what I’m doing immensely. I’m looking forward to seeing
what happens next with edge and cloud computing, and I’m
honored to lead these fresh minds into the next era.”
Through his role as a mentor to young engineers, Van Fleet
has shared plenty of advice. “While machine learning and artificial intelligence are very popular right now, I encourage my
mentees to study the basics of the process and instrumentation,” Van Fleet said. “Think and understand the process and
apply instrumentation and controls correctly. Before presenting
some elaborate solution, it must pass the ‘Does it make sense?’
test.” ISA has many resources that they can also turn to.
He also encourages new engineers just entering the field to
see every situation as a learning situation. “True to my Canadian
roots, I also coached hockey, and I never called losing a game ‘a
loss.’ It was a learning situation,” Van Fleet explained.
Van Fleet is active in ISA Connect, the Society’s new platform
for member connection and collaboration. Contact him there,
or through the PUPID Division. ■ —By Melissa Landon
ISA elevated four members to the esteemed member grade
of Fellow, which is one of the highest honors ISA bestows.
A senior member must have “outstanding and acknowledged
engineering or scientific attainments [and] must receive peer
evaluations leading to recommendation for election by the
Society Admissions Committee,” and must receive a majority
vote from the Society’s executive board to become an ISA fellow. In ISA’s 75-year history, 495 distinguished individuals have
made the list. See them all at www.isa.org/members-corner/
isa-honors-and-awards/fellow-member.
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2021 Society Leader Nominations Open

D

o you know someone who would make a great leader
for ISA? Nominations for the 2021 election are open
through 1 March 2021.
The responsibilities of each group, and each role, are outlined
in the Society’s Manual of Organization and Procedures. Desired
attributes for elected leaders include, but are not limited to:
• a contagious passion for promoting the ISA brand and the
automation profession
• strong knowledge of ISA’s core competencies, products, and
services
• an interest in visioning the role ISA plays in the future of the

automation community
• the desire to understand the diversity of ISA’s constituencies and a commitment to act in the overall interests of the
Society
• an understanding of basic financial principles with the ability
to exercise sound business judgments
• an innovative mindset and ability to engage and empower
members in driving change to meet strategic objectives.
Any ISA member may submit a nomination, and all nominations other than district vice president are reviewed by the
Nominating Committee. The election is held in June. ■

New Dates for ISA Conference Events
The final 2021 schedule of ISA virtual conferences has been set, and some earlier announced
dates have changed. Update your calendars accordingly and make plans now to attend from
the comfort of your work or home office. Learn more at https://isa.org/virtualevents.

FEBRUARY

22

Upstream Data
Analytics Virtual
Conference

Learn the principles behind creating a
robust, strategic data analytics program
to modernize unconventional drilling
applications. Sessions and workshops will
teach how to move beyond the collection
and formatting of raw data to drive realtime performance improvements.

AUGUST

31

MARCH

23

MAY
Analysis Division
Virtual Conference

Gain a fresh view of important regulatory topics, best practices, and emerging
trends in process analysis. Peer-reviewed
presentations will cover spectroscopy,
chromatography, electrochemistry, and
sample handling.

OCTOBER
Digital Transformation
Virtual Conference

Learn from the world’s top manufacturing
companies as they share best practices
for leveraging new technologies to make
capital-intensive projects successful. Sessions will explore the benefits of digital
transformation, including accelerating
design processes, improving safety and
efficiency, speeding up commissioning
and startup, improving uptime, and minimizing operational risks.

19

Cybersecurity Standards
Implementation Virtual
Conference

Explore the best practices and lessons
learned from hundreds of end user
applications that showcase approaches for
securing industrial automation and control
systems in various industry segments.
Sessions and panel discussions will explore
the life cycle of OT cybersecurity projects,
along with the roles and responsibilities
of end users, product suppliers, system
integrators, and maintenance providers.

11

IIoT & Smart
Manufacturing
Conference

Achieve a better understanding of the latest
advances in connectivity, automation, and
cybersecurity—and how you can leverage
these technologies to optimize processes.
Through end user case studies and dynamic
panel discussions, explore solutions to challenges faced in adoption, integration, and
implementation of new technology.

NOVEMBER

2

Process Industry Virtual
Conference

Find out what’s now and what’s next in
process manufacturing. Peer-reviewed sessions, panel discussions, and one-on-one
networking opportunities ensure that you
walk away with practical advice to improve
performance, increase productivity, and
ensure the safety and security of facilities
and processes.
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ISA Certified Automation Professional (CAP)
Certified Automation Professionals (CAPs) are responsible for the
direction, design, and deployment of systems and equipment for
manufacturing and control systems. For more information, visit
www.isa.org/training-and-certification/isa-certification/cap.
CAP review question
In plant operations cost analysis, which of the following describes a “breakeven” cost situation?
A. fixed costs = equipment costs + building cost + land cost
B. revenue = fixed costs + variable costs
C. total costs = fixed costs + variable costs
D. revenue > fixed costs – variable costs
CAP answer
The answer is B, “revenue = fixed costs + variable costs.” When the sum of all fixed
costs and variable costs are added together, if the sum just equals the revenues (or
expected revenues) received, then we say we are at a “break even” point.
If revenues are greater than the sum of the costs, then we are operating at a profit.
If revenues are less than the sum of the costs, then we are operating at a loss.
Reference: Sands, Nicholas P. & Verhappen, Ian, A Guide to the Automation Body of
Knowledge, Third Edition, ISA Press, 2019.

ISA Certified Control Systems Technician (CCST)
Certified Control System Technicians (CCSTs) calibrate, document,
troubleshoot, and repair/replace instrumentation for systems that
measure and control level, temperature, pressure, flow, and other
process variables. For more information, visit www.isa.org/trainingand-certification/isa-certification/ccst.
CCST review question
The Doppler Effect is associated with which of the following flowmeter types?
A. turbine flowmeter
B. oval gear flowmeter
C. ultrasonic flowmeter
D. mass flowmeter
CCST answer
The correct answer is C, “ultrasonic flowmeter.” Ultrasonic meters measure the
velocity of a fluid flowing through a pipe in one of two ways, either via a difference
in transit time from source to receiver or by Doppler technology. Doppler technology measures the difference in sound wave frequency reflected off gas bubbles or
particles in the flow stream.
Oval gear flowmeters are positive displacement devices that displace a known
volume of material per revolution. Turbine meters measure the fluid velocity based
on the number of revolutions per minute. The most used mass flowmeters measure
flow by changes in angular vibration due to the Coriolis effect.
Reference: Goettsche, L. D. (Editor), Maintenance of Instruments and Systems, Second Edition, ISA, 2005.
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New CAPs and CCSTs
The following individuals have recently passed
either ISA’s Certified Automation Professional
(CAP) exam, or one of the three levels of Certified Control Systems Technician (CCST) exam. For
more about either program, visit www.isa.org/
trainingand-certifications/isa-certification.

Certified Control System Technicians
Level 1

Thomas Cox, U.S.
Aaron Brown, U.S.
Aaron Clementz, U.S.
Jude Esumobi, Nigeria
Andrew Kibbe, U.S.
Travis Audet, U.S.
William Degraff, U.S.
Mark Manderscheid, U.S.
Adrian Sanchez, U.S.
Joshua Coble, U.S.
Bradlyn Anderson, U.S.
Vlado Stavreski, U.S.
Cameron Graber, U.S.
Juan Zamorano, U.S.
Jeffery Schults, U.S.
Kleber Farias Sanchez, U.S.
Charles Faulkner, U.S.
Mitchell Grosz, U.S.
Atan Khazaeipoul, U.S.
Cody Atkins, U.S.
Kyle Tennison, U.S.
David Evin, U.S.
Nagoro Setyadi, U.S.
Antonio Perez, U.S.
Gregory Mitchell, U.S.
Joshua Johnson, U.S.
Russell Angel, U.S.
Zachary Northup, U.S.
Matthew Schlarb, U.S.
Shawn Hatton, U.S.
Saeed Harbi, Saudi Arabi
Charles Zarbinski, U.S.
Anthony Ybarra, U.S.
John Snelders, U.S.

Level 2

Nicholas Kooiman, U.S.
Graden Gilmartin, U.S.
Jeffery Schults, U.S.
Ben Fabling, U.S.
Cody Kleinhesselink, U.S.

Level 3

Matthew Eller, U.S.
Tobias Leach, U.S.
Jeremy Zimmer, U.S.
Willie Williams, U.S.
Christian Djateu Pettang, U.S.
Daniel Robinson, U.S.
Pedro Herrera, U.S.

Certified Automation Professionals
Thanakorn Mahaarnichanon, U.S.
Vijay Gaikwad, U.S.
Joseph Huck, U.S.
Carl Ekrut, U.S.
Michael Glass, U.S.
Richard Ringvelski, U.S.
Christopher Zuercher, U.S.
Robert Wetter, U.S.
Aimee Kimball, U.S.
Wesley Hoffmann, Canada
Jason Reed, U.S.
Jason Tucker, U.S.
Dao Van Thuy, Vietnam
Nikhil Kapoor, India
Habib Faridoon, Pakistan
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A Wide Angle View of Standards
By Donald G. Dunn

Donald G. Dunn is the 2020 winner of ISA’s Standards Excellence Award, which
is ISA’s highest service award in recognition of exceptional efforts in organization,
development, and/or administration to further the development of ISA Standards
and for services to advance the mission of the Society. InTech asked Dunn to reflect
on his engineering career and the impact of standards.

M

y career began in 1992 when I
joined Diamond Shamrock as an
engineer at the McKee Refinery in the Texas Panhandle. While there, I
had the opportunity to perform all facets
of electrical, instrumentation, analyzer,
and control system engineering as well
as project management. This engineering
breadth and depth gave me a strong technical foundation.
My first mentor encouraged me to get
involved in professional societies and specifically in standards working groups. He
told me that participation in standards development would help develop my technical skillset and professional network.
Those words could not have been truer,
as I developed friendships over my years
in standards development with some of
the smartest and best engineers I have
known in my career—people who are
always ready and able to share technical
and career advice, ideas, and information.
I began participating in industry standards in the early 1990s within IEEE and
API, followed by ISA, and, in the early
2000s, other standards organizations
including PIP, NFPA, and IEC. By doing
so, I was able to gain a detailed understanding of some of the key standards
that make industry safer, more secure,
and more efficient. At the same time,
I could provide direct input into those
standards that had a strategic impact
on my organization’s bottom line.
Indeed, I can say from experience
that executives who fail to recognize
that standards impact their businesses
do so at their own companies’ peril. Today’s global marketplace has evolved to
a place where standards are competitive
tools that define, limit, and create mar-

kets. The shift from national to global
markets has made standards an essential component of overall business strategy—and if a company is not involved,
it may well be forced to follow a path
of technology evolution set by others,
including its competitors.
A good example is a standard currently being developed jointly by the ISA84
and ISA18 committees that will have
that type of impact across the process
industries. ISA- 84.91.03, Process Safety

was published in late 2014, and ISA18
completed a new and updated version of
the standard in 2016. I can truly say that
my involvement and leadership in creating a standard and accompanying ISA18
explanatory technical reports that have
found wide use in improving the development, design, installation, and management of alarm systems across the process
industries worldwide is one of the highlights of my engineering career.
Please feel free, especially young engineers and others who are new to ISA,
to contact me at donalddunn62@gmail.
com with questions, ideas, and the like—
including requesting information on how
to get involved in industry standards development. If I don’t know the answer, I
know plenty of people in ISA Standards
and elsewhere where I can direct you. ■

Executives who fail to recognize that
standards impact their businesses do so
at their own companies’ peril.
Controls, Alarms, and Interlocks as
Protection Layers, will apply to protection layers up to and including one order
of magnitude (1 < RR < 10). This is a risk
reduction of 10, which is the highest
allowed in a basic process control system unless it follows ISA/IEC-61511. In
essence, this new standard will substantially raise the bar for how these protection layers are managed.
With Nick Sands of DuPont, I have
served as cochair of the ISA18 committee, Instrument Signals and Alarms, since
2003. Among its many accomplishments,
ISA18 published a truly groundbreaking standard in 2009. ANSI/ISA-18.2,
Management of Alarm Systems for the
Process Industries, changed the world
of alarm management with the introduction of activities grouped into the alarm
management life cycle. A subsequent IEC
adoption, which I was directly involved in,
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Sample of Jobs Available at Jobs.isa.org
See more at Jobs.isa.org, where you can search for available jobs or advertise positions available within your
company. ISA Members post resumes at no charge.

Senior process engineer
Pacira Bio Sciences: The engineer for this
San Diego position will provide technical
and project support to operations, facilities, research and development, quality,
and regulatory affairs. This position will
focus primarily on two areas: (1) optimi-

zation of process operations, providing
support in areas such as data analysis
identification of potential process bottlenecks and vulnerabilities, investigations into process abnormalities, and
troubleshooting for EXPAREL Bulk and
aseptic filling operations, and (2) capital

EXPERIENCE AN

UNCOMMON OPPORTUNITY
THE FM GLOBAL RESEARCH TEAM
Join a team of engineers and scientists that do groundbreaking
research to reduce all risks of fire, natural hazards and cyber.
Work with a diverse team of expert researchers from across the
globe, make cutting-edge contributions that have societal impact,
and gain crucial experience that will advance your career.

LEAD RESEARCH ENGINEER FOR CONTROL
SYSTEM SOFTWARE QUALITY AND SECURITY
FM Global is currently seeking a Lead Research Engineer to join us in this newly created role within
our Equipment, Cyber and Materials Science Research team based at our Norwood Research Facility
near Boston, MA. We are a team of inquisitive, cutting edge, collaborative individuals who identify,
create and support the implementation of solutions for today’s business problems.
In this key role, you will evaluate overall control system (ICS/IIoT) software quality and cybersecurity,
as well as the software development lifecycle practices of system manufacturers. As well, you will
plan, conduct and direct the development and evaluation of approved scientific and engineering projects.
Responsibilities will also include business-critical projects, interacting with customers and suppliers,
and delivering and presenting results to support property loss prevention.
Interested in a technical research career at FM Global? Check out our full posting at FM Global
Research careers.
Join us for our upcoming Tech Talks to learn more about the Lead Research Engineer for Control System
Software Quality and Security opening and FM Global Research opportunities on the following dates:
Wednesday, February 17, 2021
12:00pm-12:30pm EST
Dr. Jens Alkemper Vice President, Research
Area Director Equipment Cyber and Materials
Science Research & Technical Guest

Thursday, February 25, 2021
12:00 p.m.-12:30 p.m. EST
Dr. Jens Alkemper Vice President, Research
Area Director Equipment Cyber and Materials
Science Research & Dr. Jaap DeVries, Assistant
Vice President, Innovation Consultant

Links to join the live meetings can be accessed at FM Global Research Careers or by visiting
FM Global Research Careers at www.fmglobal.com and reference Job ID 2020-9518

Your career. Explored. jobs.fmglobalcareers.com/research
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project support from design, commissioning, and implementation. This position requires knowledge of cGMPs and
experience with GMP manufacturing.
Qualifications include a BS in chemical or
mechanical engineering and seven years
of experience in a pharmaceutical environment . . . see more at Jobs.isa.org.

Lead water treatment
plant operator
City of Rock Island: The city of Rock
Island, Ill., a diverse community on the
Mississippi River, seeks a qualified lead
water plant operator. Under general
supervision, the operator will perform
full-performance lead work over skilled
and semi-skilled workers engaged in a
variety of tasks in the routine operation,
inspection, and maintenance of the
city’s water treatment plant and related
facilities. The successful candidate will
possess a Class “A” Water Treatment
Operator’s Certificate from Illinois and a
minimum of two years of experience . . .
see more at Jobs.isa.org.

Senior robotics engineer
Siemens: The senior mechanical engineer
in Waltham, Mass., will be part of a team
responsible for the design and development of mechanical and electromechanical systems and subsystems for medical
device products, such as robotic-assisted
vascular interventions. Primary responsibilities include applying strong analytical
and problem-solving methodologies,
including modeling and simulations;
defining design inputs, creating specifications, authoring testing protocols, and
overseeing testing; using novel software
tools to refine complex mechanical or
electromechanical designs; and managing projects. Qualifications include a BS
in mechanical engineering (master’s
degree highly preferred), proficiency
with SolidWorks, seven years of experience in product development, and extensive machine design experience . . .
see more at Jobs.isa.org.
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USB HART MODEM
The HM-USB-ISO USB HART modem
meets industry standards for USB and
HART connectivity. The small size,
light weight, and durability of the
HM-USB-ISO make it ideal for portable
use. Operating power is derived from
the USB connection. An easily installed
Virtual Serial Port driver allows use in any Windows-based application.
It is the lowest-cost USB Modem certified by the FieldComm Group to
meet the HART communication specifications.
ProComSol, Ltd, Process Communications Solutions
Tel. 216.221.1550; Fax 216.221.1554
sales@procomsol.com; www.procomsol.com
Toll Free 877.221.1551

INDUSTRIAL CYBERSECURITY
QUICK START GUIDE
The ISA Global Cybersecurity Alliance’s
Advocacy and Adoption work group’s guide
to the ISA/IEC 62443 series of standards
includes lists of specific standards documents
applicable to various roles within the security
environment. The ISA Global Cybersecurity
Alliance is a collaborative forum to advance
industrial cybersecurity awareness, education,
readiness, and knowledge sharing. Membership is open to any organization involved in industrial cybersecurity.
To download a PDF copy of the whitepaper, visit https://gca.isa.org/isagcaquick-start-guide-62443-standards. To talk about how your company or
organization can join ISA GCA, contact Rick Zabel at rzabel@isa.org.
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he new year is upon us. Looking back, automation professionals really made great contributions in 2020. They kept production
running in a range of industries and kept utilities
operating during the COVID-19 pandemic. Automation professionals worked behind the scenes to
help many others meet the needs of the general
population, and certainly everyone in the ISA organization congratulates and supports them.
Automation professionals clearly make positive contributions to society, and this will certainly continue in 2021 and beyond. Automation
professionals are critical for companies. They are
needed to understand, evaluate, and make recommendations to management about the adoption and application of new technology so companies can prosper and grow.
These are exciting times to be involved in industrial automation. The manufacturing digital
revolution should be attractive to people looking
for technology-oriented careers. Hopefully, as we
continue to tell the story of how automation people contribute to technology advancement and to
society overall, we will be providing inspiration to
attract young people to the profession.
I believe the changes that come from the digitalization of manufacturing and production systems
through the use of new technologies are starting
to have impacts that will be as transformational as
the introduction of programmable logic controllers
and distributed control systems were years ago.
I am hearing about automation professionals moving up in their organizations, joining

The changes from the
digitalization of manufacturing
and production systems are
starting to have impacts
as transformational as the
introduction of PLCs and DCSs.
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and often leading digitalization initiatives that
transform the entire business. They are increasingly influential and are enabling substantive
changes within their companies at higher and
higher levels. They are the ones helping senior
management meet new goals, adapt to challenges, and ensure uninterrupted, high-quality
output.
If you are talking with young people about the
automation profession, encourage them to explore the career options. A great way for them
to learn more is by getting an ISA Student Membership (https://isa.org/resources/students). That
way they can evaluate and make an informed
decision about joining the world of automation.
An annual membership costs less than two fancy
coffees. If young people decide to pursue a career in automation, ISA membership also sets
them apart from other applicants for internships
and employment opportunities.
The ISA organization, including its InTech
magazine publications, and Automation.com,
are committed to providing automation professionals with the information needed to keep up
to date with and understand the latest automation technologies, techniques, and solutions.
Look for my 2021 Top Trends report later this
year to help plan for what’s coming next. I am
sure you made progress in 2020, and also that
your professional challenges likely continue.
Let us know what you’re working on and how
you’re progressing in these exciting times of
transformation. ■
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The ISA Global Cybersecurity Alliance is an open, collaborative body.
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